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GENERIC EXPANSIONS OF NATP THEORIES 

HYOYOON LEE 
DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS, YONSEI UNIVERSITY 

ABSTRACT. We show that adding a generic predicate P to an NATP theory preserves 
NATP, with the assumption of modular pregeometry and elimination of quantifiers and 
:3=_ 

1. PRELIMINARIES 

Notation 1.1. Let Kand>. be cardinals. 

(i) By K\ we mean the set of all functions from >. to K. 

(ii) By K<\ we mean Ua<>,. K°' and call it a tree. If K = 2, we call it a binary tree. If 
K 2'. w, then we call it an infinite tree. 

(iii) By 0 or 0, we mean the empty string in K<\ which means the empty set. 

Let r,, v E Kd. 

(iv) By r, :::) v, we mean r, <:;; v. If r, :::) v or v :::) r,, then we say r, and v are comparable. 
(v) By r, ..l v, we mean that r, 11 v and v 11 r,. We say r, and v are incomparable if 

T/ l_ V. 

(vi) By r, Av, we mean the maximal~ E K<>,. such that ~ :::) r, and~ :::) v. 
(vii) By l(r,), we mean the domain of r,. 

(viii) By r, <zex v, we mean that either r, :::l v, or r, ..l v and r,(l(r, Av)) < v(l(r, Av)). 
(ix) By r,~v, we mean r, U {(i + l(r,), v(i)): i < l(v)}. 
Let X <:;; K<).._ 

(x) By ,,.,~ X and x~,,.,, we mean { ,,.,~x : x E X} and { x~r, : x E X} respectively. 

Let T/o, ... 'T/n E K,<A. 

(xi) We say a subset X of Kd is an antichain if the elements of X are pairwise incom
parable, i.e., r, ..l v for all r,, v E X). 

Let £ 0 = {:::l, <zex, A} be a language where :::), <zex are binary relation symbols and A 
is a binary function symbol. Then for cardinals K > 1 and >., a tree K<>,. can be regarded 
as an £ 0-structure whose interpretations of:::), <zex, A follow Notation 1.1. 

Definition 1.2. Let 'fi = (r,0 , • • • , T/n) and Yi= (v0 , • • • , vn) be finite tuples of K<>,._ 

(i) By qftp0 ('fi), we mean the set of quantifier-free £ 0-formulas rp(x) such that K<>,. F 
rp(ri). 

(ii) By 'fi ~0 v, we mean qftp0 ('fi) = qftp0 (v) and say they are strongly isomorphic. 

Let £ be a language, Ta complete £-theory, Ma monster model of T and (a'7)'7E"'<>-' 
(b'1)1JEn<>- be tree-indexed sets of tuples from M. For 'fi = (r10, · · · , T/n), denote (a1J0, · • · , a'1J 
by Zirr. By Zirr =6-,A bi, (or tp6.(arr/A) = tp6.(bv/A)), we mean that for any LA-formula 
rp(x) E ~ where x = x0 • • • Xn, Zirr p= rp(x) if and only if bv p= rp(x). 

(iii) We say ( a'l)1JEn<>- is strongly indiscernible over A if tp(Zirr/ A) = tp(av/ A) for any 'fi 
and v such that qftp0 (ri) = qftp0 (v). 
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(iv) We say (b'l)'IE"<>- is strongly based on (a'l)'IE"<>- over A if for all rj and a finite set 
of LA-formulas b.., there is YJ such that rj ~o YJ and bry =~,A av. 

Fact 1.3. Let (a1J)1JEw<w be a tree-indexed set. Then there is a strongly indiscernible 
sequence (b'7)1]Ew<w which is strongly based on (a'7)1]Ew<w. 

The proof of the above fact can be found in [KKll], [KKS14] and [TT12]. It is called 
the modeling property of strong indiscernibility (in short, we write it the strong modeling 
property). 

Definition 1.4. Let T be a first-order complete £-theory. We say a formula cp(x, y) E £ 
has (or is) k-antichain tree property (k-ATP) if for any monster model M, there exists a 
tree indexed set of parameters (a'7)'7E2<w such that 

(i) for any antichain X in 2<w, the set { cp(x, a'l) : T/ EX} is consistent and 
(ii) for any pairwise comparable distinct elements TJo, · · · , T/k-l E 2<w, { cp(x; a'IJ : i < 

k} is inconsistent. 

We say T has k-ATP if there exists a formula cp(x, y) having k-ATP and 

• If k = 2, we omit k and simply write ATP. 
• If T does not have ATP, then we say T has (or is) NATP. 
• If Tis not complete, then saying 'Tis NATP' means that any completion of Tis 

NATP. 

Remark/Definition 1.5. 
(1) We say an antichain X <:;; t,,<>.. is universal if for each finite antichain Y <:;; t,,<>.., 

there exists X 0 <:;; X such that Y ~o X 0 • A typical example of a universal antichain 
is t,,>..' <:;; Ii<>.. where Ii > 1 and w ~ )..' < >.. 

(2) Let cp(x; y) be a formula and (a'l)'IE"<>- be a tree indexed set of parameters where 
Ii > 1 and >. is infinite. We say (cp(x; y), (a'l)'IE"<>-)) witnesses ATP if for any 
X <:;; ,,,,<\ the partial type { cp(:r, a'l) hEX is consistent if and only if X is pairwise 
incomparable. Note that T has ATP if and only if it has a witness for some Ii > 1 
and infinite >. by compactness. 

Remark 1.6. By [AK20, Corollary 4.9] and [AKL21, Remark 3.6], if cp(x; y) has ATP, 
then there is a witness ( cp(x; y ), ( a'7)'7E25,w) with strongly indiscernible ( a'7)'7E25,w. 

Fact 1.7. [AKL21, Corollary 3.23(b)] Let Ii and>. be infinite cardinals with>.< cf(ii), 
f : 2" ---+ X be an arbitrary function and c : X ---+ >. be a coloring map. Then there is a 
monochromatic subset S <:;; 2" such that for any k < w, there is some tuple in S strongly 
isomorphic to the lexicographic enumeration of 2k. 

Fact 1.8. [AKL21, Theorem 3.27] Let T be a complete theory and 2ITI < ii < t,,1 with 
cf(ii) = t,,. The following are equivalent. 

(1) T is NATP. 
(2) For any strongly indiscernible tree (a'l\Er~' and a single element b, there are 

p E 2" and b' such that 
(a) (aro')i<"' is indiscernible over b', 
(b) b =ap b'. 

Remark 1.9. Let >. = 2ITI < Ii< t,,1 with cf(ii) = Ii and c: 2"°---+ >.. If Tis a complete 
NATP theory, by Fact 1.8, for any strongly indiscernible tree (a'7\E2<~' and a single 
element b, there are p E 2"° and b' satisfying conditions (a) and (b) of Fact 1.8. On the 
other hand, by Fact 1. 7, there is a universal anti chain S <:;; 21< such that I c( S) I = 1. 
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Suppose that the length of each tuple a,., is finite. Then identifying >- with Sx(b) 
(the set of all complete types over b with lxl = la,.,I) and letting c(ri) = tp(a,.,/b) for each 
71 E 2"', we obtain St:;;: 2"' such that for all a,.,, a,.,, E 2"', tp(a,.,/b) = tp(a,.,, /b). In fact, the 
proof of [AKL21, Theorem 3.27] shows that for any p in such S, there always exists b' 
satisfying (a), (b) of Fact 1.8. 

Remark 1.10. Recall that if a complete theory T has ATP, then there are cp(x; y) E ,C 
and a strongly indiscernible tree (a,.,),.,E2 :<:w that witness ATP (Remark 1.6). For this 
witness, {cp(x,a,.,) I ri E 2w} has infinitely many realizations. 

Proof. Easy to verify using strong indiscernibility and compactness. □ 

Remark 1.11. Let T be a complete theory having NATP. Let (a,.,),.,E2K, be a strongly 
indiscernible sequence over 0 and let (bi)iEw be an indiscernible sequence over A := { a,., : 
7/ E 2<"''} with bi = (bi,o, bi,l, ... ) such that bi,o -/- bj,o for i -/- j E w. Suppose there is 
a regular cardinal r;, < r;,' such that 2ITl+lbol < K. By Remark 1.9, there is an universal 
anticahin S C 2"' such that a,., =bo a,.,, for all 71, 71' E S. Take p E S arbitrary. Put 
p(x, ap) := tp(b0 , ap) for x = (x0 , x1 , ... ) and for each n E w, put 

Pn(xo, ... , Xn) := LJ p(xi, ap) U { x;,o -/- Xj,O : i-/- j :S n }, 

which is consistent by b0 , .•. , bn. Then, for each n ?". 0, 

Pn(X1, ... , Xn, ap) U Pn(X1, ... , Xn, ap-o) 

is consistent. Thus, the type 
p(x, ap) U p(x, ap-o) 

has infinitely many solutions whose first components are distinct. 

Proof. Suppose not. By compactness, there is a formula -ip(x0 , ... , Xn, y) E Pn(x0 , ... , Xn, y) 
such that 

-ip(xo, ... , Xn, ap) I\ -ip(xo, ... , Xn, ap-o) 

is inconsistent. By strongly indiscerniblity, for any 71 [?: v E 2<"'', 

-ip(xo, ... , Xn, a,.,) I\ -ip(xo, ... , Xn, av) 

is inconsistent. 
On the other hand, since b0 , ... , bn p= -ip(x0 , ... , Xn, ap), by the choice of S, 

bo, .. . , bn p= -ip(xo, . .. , Xn, a,.,) 

for all 71 E S. Since S is a universal antichain, for any antichain X in 2<"'', 

{-ip(xo, ... , Xn, a,.,) : 7/ E X} 

is consistent. Therefore, -ip(x0 , • .. , Xn, y) witnesses ATP with ( a,.,),.,E2<K', which contradicts 
the assumption that T has NATP. □ 

Definition 1.12 ([TZ]). 
(1) A pregeometry (X, cl) is a set X with a closure operator cl: P(X) -+ P(X) such 

that for all A t:;;: X and singletons a, b E X, 
(a) (Reflexivity) A t:;;: cl(A); 
(b) (Finite character) cl(A) = LJA'CAA'· finitecl(A'); 
(c) (Transitivity) cl(cl(A)) = cl(A); ' · 
(d) (Exchange) If a E cl(Ab) \ cl(A), then b E cl(Aa). 
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(2) Let (X, cl) be a pregeometry and A <:;:; X. 
(a) A is called independent if for all singleton a E A, a rl- cl ( A \ {a}) ; 
(b) A 0 <:;:; A is called a generating set for A if A<:;:; cl(A0); 

( c) Ao is called a basis for A if Ao is an independent generating set for A. 

Definition 1.13. Let (X, cl) be a pregeometry and A <:;:; X. It is well-known that all 
bases of A have the same cardinality([TZ]). 

(1) The dimension of A, dim(A) is the cardinal of a basis for A. 
(2) A is called closed if cl(A) = A. 
(3) (X, cl) is called modular if for any closed finite dimensional sets B, C, 

dim(B UC)= dim(B) + dim(C) - dim(B n C). 

We say T is a (modular) pregeometry with ad or ad defines a (modular) pregeometry in 
T if (M, ad) is a (modular) pregeometry. 

Remark 1.14. Assume Tis a pregeomtry with ad. Let A, B be algebraically closed and 
c be a singleton not in acl(AB). Then for D :=An B, we have the following: 

(1) acl(cD) n acl(AB) = acl(D). 
(2) acl(cA) n acl(AB) = acl(A). 
(3) acl(cB) n acl(AB) = acl(B). 

Moreover, if T is modular, then 

(4) acl(Ac) n acl(Bc) = acl(cD). 

Proof. (1)-(3) are easily obtained by exchange property. 
(4): By finite character, we may assume that dim(A) and dim(B) are finite. It is enough 
to show that dim(acl(Ac) n acl(Bc)) = dim(acl(cD)) because acl(cD) <:;:; acl(Ac) n acl(Bc) 
and they are algebraically closed. 

By modularity and c rl- acl(AB), 

dim(acl(Ac) n acl(Bc)) = dim(acl(Ac)) + dim(acl(Bc)) - dim(acl(Ac) U acl(Bc)) 

= (dim(A) + 1) + (dim(B) + 1) - (dim(acl(AB)) + 1) 
= dim(A) + dim(B) - dim(AB) + 1 

= dim(D) + 1. 

2. ADDING A GENERIC PREDICATE 

□ 

The generic predicate construction was introduced in [CP98], and it is known that each 
of NTP2 and NTP1 is preserved by such a construction, proved in [Che14] and [Dob18] 
respectively. We collect some necessary facts from [CP98] first, and then show that NATP 
is also preserved using similar ideas given in aforementioned papers. 

Throughout, consider a complete theory T in a first-order language £, which contains 
some unary predicate S. The reader may note that the following fact is stated in [Che14] 
and [Dob18], but the location of brackets in the first item is corrected. The notation tpr, 
aclr or aclrP s shall mean in the same way as in the previous sections, whose intended 
meaning will' be clear from the context. 

Fact 2.1. Assume that T has elimination of quantifiers and elimination of 300 • Then 
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(1) [CP98, Theorem 2.4] T~ 8 has a model companion, denoted by TP,s, which is ax
iomatized by T together 'with 

\/z [::ix (cp(x, z) A (x n aclr(z) = 0) A/\ S(x;) A./\ x; =/= xJ) 
i<n i#J<n 

-t :3x (cp(x, z) A/\ P(x;) A/\ -.P(x;))] 
iEl if/cl 

where x = (x0 , · · · , Xn-i) and I ranges over all subsets of the set {O, · · · , n - 1 }. 
Indeed, above expression can be written in a first-order formula [CP98, Lemma 
2.3]. 

For (2) and (3), let a, b be tuples of (M, P) F TP,S and A~ M. 

(2) [CP98, Proposition 2.5 and Corollary 2.6(2)] tprP, 8 (a) = tprP,s(b) if and only if 
there exists an .C,p-isomorphism between substructures: 

f: (acl(a), P n aclr(a)) -+ (acl(b), P n aclr(b)) 

such that f(a) = b. 
(3) [CP98, Corollary 2.6(3)] aclr(A) = aclrP,s(A). 

The following remark will be freely used. 

Remark 2.2. 

(1) Note that TP,s is not necessarily complete, so 'TP,s is NATP' means that any 
completion of it is NATP (Definition 1.4). 

(2) Due to Fact 2.1(3), we can say Tp,s also has the exchange property for cl = acl 
if T has this property. We will not distinguish between aclr and aclp,s, so the 
subscripts for acl will be omitted. 

(3) If it happens that T p= S(x) ++ x = x, then we simply write T~,s for T~ and Tp,s 
for Tp. 

Theorem 2.3. Let T be a modular pregeometry with acl and let T have quantifier elimi
nation and elimination of :300 • IfT is NATP, then Tp is also NATP. 

Proof. Fix a monster model (M, P) F Tp (which is not necessarily a complete theory). Let 
;., and;.,' be cardinals such that 2ITPI <;.,<;.,'and cf(;.,)=;.,_ Suppose for a contradiction 
that Th(M, P) has ATP witnessed by an .C,p-formula cp(x, y) with a strongly indiscernible 
tree (a,,),,E2<x' (such a tree of this form exists, similarly as Remark 1.6). By [AKL21, 
Theorem 3.17], we may assume that lxl = 1. 

Let (acl(a,,)),,E2<x' be a tree of tuples where each enumeration of acl(a,,) starts with 
a,,. Then (acl(a,,)),,E2<x' itself might not be strongly indiscernible, but by Fact 1.3 and 
compactness, there is a strongly indiscernible (acl(a~)),,E2<x' which is strongly based on 
(acl(a,,)),,E2<x'• Then with dummy variables, an .C,p-formula cp(x,y') = cp(x,y) with a 
strongly indiscernible tree (acl(a~)),,E2<x' witnesses ATP of Tp. Thus we may replace each 
a,, by a~ and say that (acl(a,,)),,E2<x' is strongly indiscernible; whenever an enumeration of 
acl(a,,) is concerned in the rest of this proof, we refer to the enumeration fixed here. Note 
that (acl( a,,) ),,E2<x' is strongly indiscernible over D := acl( a0) n acl(a0 )( = acl( a,,) n acl(a,,) 
for any 77, v E 2<"'). 
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Put A= {a'1: rJ E 2<"''}. Recall that by Remark 1.10, {cp(x,a'1): rJ E 2"'} has 
infinitely many realizations. Thus (by Ramsey's Theorem and compactness) we can find 
a non-constant A-indiscernible sequence (b;)i<w not in acl(A) such that each b; realizes 
{cp(x, a'1) : rJ E 2"'}. For each i, put b; some fixed enumeration of acl(b;D) starting with b; 
such that b; =Abo. 

Let B = LJi<w acl(b;D), C = {tp(acl(a7J)/ B)) : rJ E 2"'}, J: 2"'-+ C be a function such 
that J(TJ) = tp(acl(a'7)/B) and c: C-+ Sy,(B) be an inclusion map where IY'I = I acl(a'7)1-
Then letting,\= 2ITPI(= ISy,(B)I), we can find a subset S <:;; 2"' given in the Fact 1.7 so 
that 

• for any 'T/, v ES, tp(acl(a7J)/ B) = tp(acl(av)/ B)); 
• for any k < w, there exists some tuple in S strongly isomorphic to the lexicographic 

enumeration of 2k. 

Now, choose an element p E S arbitrary, put p(x, acl(ap)) = tpr(b0 / acl(ap)). By Re
mark 1.11, p(x, acl(ap)) Up(x, acl(ap-o)) has infinitely many realizations, whose first coor
dinates are all distinct. Then by compactness, we can find b such that b p= p(x, acl(ap)) U 
p(x, acl(ap-o)) and the first element, say b, ofb is not in acl(A) • • • (*). Via an elementary 
map, bis an enumeration of acl(bD). 

By Remark 1.14, 2.2(2) and that b0 tJ. acl(A),following relations between algebraic 
closures hold ( t): 

(1) acl(b0D) n acl(apap-o) = acl(D); 
(2) acl(boap) n acl(apap-o) = acl(ap); 
(3) acl(b0ap-o) n acl(apap- 0 ) = acl(ap- 0); 

(4) acl(boap) n acl(boap-o) = acl(boD)(= bo). 
Let c0 be an enumeration of acl(boap) \ (acl(b0D) U acl(ap)) and denote b0 \ acl(D) a 

subsequence of b0 , formed by deleting coordinates of b0 in acl(D). By (t) and Remark 
2.2(2), the sets of all coordinates of b0 \ acl(D), c0 and acl(apap-o) are pairwise disjoint. 

Recall p(x, acl(ap)) = tpr(b0 / acl(ap)) and b p= p(x, acl(ap)) U p(x, acl(ap-o)). Using£
elementary maps Jo, g0 where Jo fixes acl(ap), J0 ((b0 \acl(D)) acl(ap)) = (b\acl(D)) acl(ap) 
and g0 ((b0 \ acl(D) acl(ap)) = (b \ acl(D) acl(ap-o), we obtain the following enumerations 
which are automorphic images of c0 : 

• cp of acl(bap) \ (acl(bD) U acl(ap)) and 
• cp-o of acl(bap-o) \ (acl(bD) U acl(ap-o)). 

Note that 

• (b \ acl(D))cp acl(ap) is an enumeration of acl(bap) and 
• (b \ acl(D))cp-o acl(ap-o) is of acl(bap-0 ). 

Now let 
q(xw, acl(ap)) = tpr((b0 \ acl(D))c0/ acl(ap)). 

Then for any formula 'lj; E q(xw, acl(ap)) U q(xw., acl(ap-o)) where iD n ill* 

'lj;(x'w'w:, aa*) = '1f;p(x'w', a) I\ '1f;p-o(x'w:, a*) where 
(1) q(xw, acl(ap)) f--- '1f;p(x'w', a), 
(2) q(xw*, acl(ap-o)) f--- '1f;p-o(x'w:, a*), 
(3) x' <:;; x, w' <:;; w, w: <:;; w* are finite tuples of variables, 

the following formula(Fact 2.1(1)) 

I\ 

0, say 
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has a realization in (b \ acl(D))c/'.ro (by (*), bet acl(A). Then it can be checked that 
acl(bap) nacl(A) = acl(ap) by exchange property). In particular, bet acl(apap-o) · · · (**)

Then by Fact 2.1(1) and compactness, there is (b' \ acl(D))c~c~-o F q(xw, acl(ap)) U 
q(xw., acl(ap-o)) where b' is an enumeration of acl(b' D) starting with b' and we can 
arbitrarily choose which of the elements of (b' \ acl(D))c~c~-o are in P. 

To summarize, now we have the following: 

• There are .C-automorphisms Jo, Ji of M fixing acl(ap) such that 

fo((bo \ acl(D))c0 acl(ap)) = (b \ acl(D))cp acl(ap); 

fi((b \ acl(D))cpacl(ap)) = (b' \ acl(D))S,acl(ap)

where (b' \ acl(D))c~ acl(ap) is an enumeration of acl(b'ap)-
• There are .C-automorphisms g0 , g1 of M such that 

g0 ((b0 \ acl(D))c0 acl(ap)) = (b \ acl(D))cp-o acl(ap-o), 

g1 ((b \ acl(D))cp-o acl(ap-o)) = (b' \ acl(D))S,-o acl(ap-o) 

where (b' \ acl(D))S,-o acl(aro) is an enumeration of acl(b'ar0 ). 

Since we can freely choose P n ((b' \ acl(D))~~-0), 

fdo: (acl(boap), P n acl(boap)) -t (acl(b'ap), P n acl(b'ap)) and 

g1g0 : (acl(b0ap), P n acl(b0ap)) -t (acl(b'ap-o), P n acl(b'ap-o)) 

can be simultaneously regarded as .Cp-isomorphisms between .Cp-substructures since 

• acl(b'ap) n acl(b'ap-o) = acl(b'D) by(**) and Remark 1.14(4); 
• fdo(bo) = g1go(bo) = b'; 
• !do fixes acl(ap) pointwise; 
• g1g0 (acl(ap)) = acl(aro) and preserves P-coloring by the (.Cp-)strong indiscerni

bility of (acl(a'7))7/EZ<K'• 

Therefore by Fact 2.1(2), tprP(b0ap) = tprP(b'ap) = tprP(b'ar0 ). Since F cp(b0 , ap), 
we have F cp(b', ap) A cp(b', aro), which contradicts that cp witnesses ATP with (a'7)7/E2<K'. 

□ 
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